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francis J beckwith and stephen E parrisisparrishsParrishs the mormon
concept ofgodof god contains five chapters chapter 1 is the classical
concept of god in it the authors give an overview of traditional
christian theism and brief arguments for what they take to be the
central claims of the classical view of god namely that god is
personal and disembodied that he is the creator and sustainer of
all contingent existence that he is omnipotent omniscient and
omnipresent that he is immutable and eternal that he is the
source of all values and perfectly good that he is able to
communicate with human beings and that he is the necessary
and only god chapter 2 mormon finitistic theism gives
what purports to be an overview of latter day saint beliefabout
the nature of god chapters 3 and 4 philosophical problems
with the mormon concept of god and design necessity and
the mormon god offer arguments against the positions that
beckwith and parrish attribute in chapter 2 to latter day saints
chapter 5 A biblical critique ofthe mormon concept of god
offers what its title suggests an attempt to use the bible to
criticize the latter day saint understanding of god

the mormon concept of god is an unusual book
beckwith and parrish are obviously conservative protestants
but they nonetheless attempt to give a reasoned and fair critique
of latter day saint beliefs they claim their critique centers on
showing that the LDS understanding of the universe is funda-
mentally irrational 53 and that the LDS understanding ofgod
is nonbiblicalnonbiblical 109 however they devote most of their time to
the former and that is the best of their work

there are minor irritations in the book such as the consistent
juxtaposition of mormon thinkers and christian thinkers as if
the two groups were mutually exclusive the final chapter A
biblical critique of the mormon concept of god is similarly
irritating it accuses IDS thinkers of begging the question by
assuming an LDSIDSirs metaphysics and then reading the bible through
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thatmetaphysicsthatmetaphysics109metaphysicsthat log109 beckwithand parrish however do exactly
the same thing as they must they deduce the character of god
from the bible by beginning with their own metaphysics given
that the bible is not a metaphysical document such question
begging is unavoidable if one is going to do metaphysics with the
bible but one ought to recognize that it is unavoidable I11 especially
when one relies as beckwith and parlishparrish sometimes do on an
unclear and outmoded metaphysics suchsuchasthethomisticas the thomistic rewrit-
ing of the aristotelian doctrine ofsubstances which they use to
explain the omnipresence of god 2 it is additionally irritating
that though beckwith and parrish themselves point out that
there are acceptable conceptual limitations on such things as
gods omnipotence limitations that are compatible with clas-
sical theism 14 15 they do not see how those limitations of
omnipresence and omniscience might fit with an LDS under-
standing of god in philosophical terms their critique is not
always as charitable an interpretation as it should be on the
whole however beckwith and parrish are judicious and rea-
soned they seem the kind ofpeople withwhom one couldhavewouldhavecouldcoulhavedhave

a genuine discussion of the issues involved 3

A major problemwith beckwith and parrisisparrishsParrishs book is that
they do not know latter day saints and LDS culture well enough
to establish the object of their criticisms though they recog-
nize divergence within LDS beliefs regarding god they suggest
that there are nine generally held beliefs4beliefs4

1 god is personal and embodied
2 a god is the organizer of the world but b he is

subject to the laws and principles of a beginninglessbeginningless
universe

3 god is limited in power
4 he is limited in knowledge
5 he is not omnipresent
6 god is mutable
7 he is subject to values and eternal principles that are

external to him
8 he is able to communicate with human beings
9 a god is contingent and b one of many gods 5838

this beckwith and parrish say is the understanding ofgod that
is currently held by the leadership ofthe LDS church 07979 n 23
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without intending to speak authoritatively I1 think it
accurate to say that 1 2aaa 8 and 9bab are doctrinal although there
is some room for discussion it seems also true that 2bab 5577 and
perhaps 9aaa are commonly believed by church members but
are not doctrinally binding on them whether 9aaa is commonly
believed depends onwhat one means by the word contingent
beckwith and parrish suggest quite reasonably that immutable
means not that god is an eternally static being but that he does
not change morally in other words with regard to his relation
to his creations 141514 15 given that interpretation ofimmutabil-
ity I1 think that proposition 6 that god is mutable is notno held by
most mormonscormonsMormons in fact I1 believe it is doctrinally false finally
though some whom beckwith and parrish cite such as blake
ostler 5 hold to propositions 3 and 4 and though it seems
doctrinally permissible for latter day saints to believe those
propositions nevertheless those beliefs are neither doctrinal
nor commonly believed it is certainly true that contemporary
church leaders who have spoken on such matters such as
elder neal A maxwell do not hold to either 3 or 4 6 beckwith
and parrish seem not to realize that propositions 3 and 4
currently represent a possible but minorityview among latter
day saints and that ostler and others cite earlier general
authorities such as elderjohnelmerjohnelderEldeeidereide rjohnjohn A widtsoeWidtsoe in suppsupportort of 3 and
4 in order to argue against the view currently prevailing among
church members and leaders 7 consequently the mormon
concept of god is a critique not of the LDS understanding of
god as ifthere were one but ofa particular understanding ofgod
that is presently held by some LDS thinkers but not generally
held by the membership or leadership of the church rather
than focusing on LDS doctrine as a whole beckwith and parrish
would have done better to focus on a particular LDS thinker or
group of thinkers 8

the authors have not recognized that one of the spin offs
ofa belief in continuing revelation is an implicit refusal to allow
theology to be set once and for all fundamental doctrines ofthe
church do exist 9 such as the belief that joseph smith was a
prophet through whom the fullness of christianity was re-
stored the propositions described in 1 2aaa and 8 above and
the few authoritative statements by the first presidency of the
church such as the 1916 statement on the nature of god 10

except for such things however the fact by itself that a particular
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theological proposition was commonly accepted or even es-
poused by a general authority at one point in LDS church
history means little for whether it is or should be believed now
by themselves references to the work ofofblofbB H roberts john A
widtsoeWidtsoe or bruce R mcconkie tell us what has been believed
by respected LDS authorities they suggest what may have been
commonly believed at some point in time and they open
possibilities for discussion A series of congruent statements by
individual general authorities over time may even suggest that
a particular belief is true as well as commonly believed and it
may give an indication of unfolding doctrine however by
themselves references to the writings of particular general
authorities do not necessarily tell us what is doctrinal they do
not tell us in so many words what is binding in terms of belief
on those who claim to be latter day saints

though beckwith and parrish saythatsay that they recognize the
diversity ofbeliefofbeliefbellef about these questions in the LDS church 38
they seem to have recognized neither the depth nor the signifi-
cance of that diversity on issues that go beyond fundamental
doctrines I1 suspect that is because they do not recognize that
in spite of the human tendency found among some of its
members and leaders to gravitate toward a creed the LDS

church remains largely noncreedalnoncreedal precisely because of the
churchschurche commitment to continuing revelation within some
roughly defined creedal boundaries praxis not theory remains
fundamental among the saints I1nI1 ofcourse this is not to say that
there are not any number of things that latter day saints accept
as doctrinally binding such as the divinity and bodily resurrec-
tion ofjesusofjesus christ the necessity and efficacy ofthe atonement
the premortal existence of human spirits eternal marriage the
necessity of baptism and temple covenants and so on the
point is simply that though there are LDS doctrines they tend
to be relatively unexplained informalin formal terms in other words
philosophically or theologically and practice is at least as
important as and perhaps more important than doctrine

however it is hardly fair to place all the blame for this
misunderstanding of LDS culture and belief on beckwith and
parrish clearly some beliefs such as the belief that god has a
body are doctrinal but in many other cases latter day saints
themselves are not sure where common belief ends and firm
doctrine begins in addition with the possible exception ofthe
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little known and as yet incomplete work of david L paulsen
philosophy department brigham young university latter

day saints have never had clear articulate expositions ofwhat
such concepts as embodied limited in power mutable and
contingent might mean in an LDS theological context even
paulsenspauksensPaulsens work focuses primarily on negative apologetics rather
than on theological exposition latter day saints themselves are
usually at least implicitly unclear about how to use such
traditional theological concepts to talk about the nature ofgod
my personal view is that this problem may actually be a
strength the emphasis on practice rather than theory and
systematized beliefs and the resulting ambiguity of theological
concepts may make our attempts to do systematic theology
difficult and perhaps impossible but that may well be a good
thing it suggests that we may want to rethink what it means to
do theology or whether it should be done at all

for those interested in systematic theology however two
chapters of the mormon concept of god are particularly
important beckwith and parrish offer numerous arguments in
response to LDS positions regarding the nature of god 12 but
chapters 3 and 4 are central to their book and those chapters
raise interesting questions about relevant philosophical problems
the first is a discussion of the problem of infinity a problem
with which LDS thinkers must deal if they are to believe that
time stretches infinitely backwards andandforwardsforwards this problem
impinges directly on several of the beliefs that beckwith and
parrish list including the beliefs that god is limited in power
and knowledge and he is localized in time and space as well as
on the usual construal of the belief in eternal progression the
second of these two chapters is a response to david paulsenspauksensPaulsens
work paulsen has specifically argued that LDS theism is better
than classical theism in explaining the design one finds in the
universe beckwith and parrish recognize the sophistication of
paulsenspauksensPaulsens argument 86 and unlike many others including
latter day saints they implicitly recognize that his work is a
major contribution to LDS systematic theology I1 would com-
mend and recommend their book to those latter day saints
interested in systematic theologyforthattheology for that reason alone but I1 will
leave the response to the arguments of that chapter for paulsen
to make in his writing 131311511 will focus my remarks on chapter 3

the discussion of infinity
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beckwith and parrish take up the question of infinity in
order to argue that

1 it is impossible that there has been an infinite series of
past events

2 it is impossible for there to be eternal progression in a
future infinite series of events

3 there can be no actual infinite of material things
4 it is impossible to achieve omniscience in time and

space 53

obviously if these propositions are true then much that is
commonly believed by latter day saints is rationally incoherent
beckwith and parrish make their case in a number ofways but
the central argument onwhichon which theirfourtheir four conclusions are based
runs as follows

1 A series of events in time is a collection formed by
adding one member after another

2 such a collection cannot be infinite
3 so a series of events in time cannot be infinite 54

beckwith and parrisisparrishsParrishs conclusions about the four impossibilities
listedfistedhisted above followfromfollowfrom this argument that time cannotbecannotbe infinite

most discussions ofmathematical infinity are irrelevant to
theological discussions of infinity because the word infinity is
equivocal it does not mean the same thing in theology as it does
in mathematics in fact the word infinity has any number of
meanings and those meanings must be clarified carefully if one is
to discuss the significance of infinity in any particular context
since however the authors discussion of infinity comes in the
context ofthe possibility ofinfinite time and space the discussion
of mathematical infinity appears to be relevant to discussions of
LDSIDSins systematic theology without going into detail let me suggest
some responses to beckwith and parrisisparrishsParrishs discussion of math-
ematicalematical infinity first though their endnotes show that there
is disagreement about the issues they discuss the body of their
text may easily lead a nonphilosophical reader to believe that
the discussion of infinite sets is more clearly in line with their
conclusions than it is non LDS philosophers have made cogent
arguments for quite different conclusions about infinite sets
than beckwith and parrish propose As the encyclopedia of
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philosophy article infinity in mathematics and logic points
out much of georg cantors theory of the actual infinite is
now almost universally accepted by philosophers ofmathematics
and logic 1411 the burden ofprooftherefore lies with the authors
who want to say that the infinite can onlybe potential addition-
ally beckwith andandparrishparrish define time as a countable collection
which again requires considerable justification given that time
is almost always thought of as being now uncountably infinite
the authors have raised interesting questions regarding the
infinite but they have notaccepted the burden that falls to them
if they want to make persuasive arguments for the conclusions
they propose 15

this question of whether time is created by addition in
other words whether it is a countable set is a complex
philosophical issue but in addition to the philosophical argu-
ments that have been made that it is not I1 think the intuitive
answer to the question is no time does not appear to be a set
of discreet moments added to one another though any
individuals history is 16 any history any collection of events
added to each other would seem to require a beginning but it
does not follow that time must begin time is not formed by the
addition of one moment of time to another for there seem to be
no such things as moments of time except in reflection in
designating events and gathering them into a set and even if
there were such moments the addition of one moment to the
next could only itself take place in time in addition to seeming
to be factually false the belief that time is formed by the addition
of one moment to the nextnextbegsbegs the question ofthe nature oftimeoptimeoftime

beside the question ofofwhetherwhether time is created by addition
the question remains whether time is a collection a set of
any kind briefly to assume that time is a set is to assume that
there is something exterior to time something that so to speak
does the collecting thatmakesthat makes the set that collector couldbecouldvecould be

a platonic form it could be an algorithm it could be god or
another person but the collector is not itself part of the set it
is exterior to it to assume that time as a whole and not as any
discrete set of events is a set is therefore to beg the question as
to whether there is anything such as god outside of time
alternatively we could say that if time is a set then there is by
definition something outside of that set at least a universe of
discourse that is not itself a set but why not suppose that time is
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the universe ofdiscourse for all events and series ofevents that
supposition seems to offer a coherent understanding of time as
opposed to assuming that time consists of a set ofcountable time
points or even ofa noncountablecountablenon set that supposition also seems
to present an alternative fortheforthe particular LDS beliefthatbeliefbellef thatbeckwith
and parrish criticize an alternative that does not lead to any of the
four conclusions that they argue for beckwith and Parrispamshsparrishsparrisishs
arguments against the infinity of time and space and therefore
against some commonly held LDSIDSirs beliefs are interesting but not
fully developed or convincing

finally even if beckwith and Parrisparrishspamshsparrisishs conclusion that
time and space cannot be infinite proves to be cogent it does
not follow that there cannot be an infinity ofgods or universes
and so on for example though contemporary physicistsphysiciphysicsstsats be-
lieve that space is finite but unbounded they leave open the
possibility that there is more than one universe 17

in spite of the weakness of the arguments in the mormon
concept of god and its eristic tendency beckwith and parrish
have offered a first step in a dialogue about theology between
latter day saints and conservative protestants in addition they
raise questions that latter day saints interested in theology
must answer for we are often too confident that our under-
standing of the nature of god answers the problems of the
tradition unproblematically too oftenweortenoften we seem not to recognize
that our own view while dispelling several misconceptions and
solving several puzzles creates its own further engaging
philosophical problems for example our emphasis on the simi-
laritieslarities between god and human beings often tempts us to over-
look the differences and the potential conceptual significance
of those differences likewise the belief in gods embodiment
makes it difficult to conceive how he knows everything in the
universe andiandandl I1 thinkwethinkiethink we do not sufficiently recognize thatthosethat those
ofus who talk about limitations on gods knowledge or power
create genuine tensions with ordinary reasonable beliefs about
prayer prophecy and gods ability to save in raising issues
having to do with the notion of infinity and its implications for
LDS conceptions of gods nature beckwith and parrish do LDS

thinkers a service pointing out a fertile area for thought and
inviting philosophical discussion of the issues thus in spite of
its flaws the book is to be welcomed perhaps it will encourage
more LDS thinkers to think more deeply and to write more
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carefully about such issues when they find themselves doing
theology perhaps the book will make it more possible for LDS
and non LDS thinkers to address issues such as these without
the animus that often accompanies those discussions

NOTES

1 one can reject a proposed christian metaphysics by showing that it
is incompatible with any cogent interpretation of the bible but one cannot
establish a christian metaphysics by showing that it is compatible with a
cogent biblical interpretation nor can one deduce a metaphysics straightfor-
wardly from the bible

2 along traditional lines beckwith and parrish explain the omnipres-
ence of god in three ways

1 god knows everything and is present to all things in knowing them
2 god has power over everything and by having that power is

present to all things
3 god sustains the existence of the universe quoting thomas

aquinas he exists in everything causing their existence 14

the first two of these propositions are not necessarily incompatible
with LDS beliefs in fact they sound verymuch like LDS explanations ofgods
omnipresence the third may or may not be incompatible with LDS beliefs
depending on what is meant by causing their existence and by the word
substance put otherwise we need to know what it means to say that god
exists in everything moses 660 is provocative in this regard therefore

it is given to abide inyouenyouin you that which quickenethquickeneth all things which makethmabeth
alive all things that which knoweth all things and hath all power the
answer to that question was traditionally given by means of the ancient
doctrine of substance and its medieval reworking but the question of
substance has been and remains a knotty one in aristotle and even more so in
aquinas for example it is unclearwhy assertion ofthe doctrine ofsubstance
when combined with the doctrine of omnipresence to yield the claim that
gods substance is in all things does not cause one to slide from classical
theism into either pantheism or at best panentheism in addition few if any
contemporary metaphysiciansmetaphysicians accept as plausible the aristotelian doctrine of
substance or its thomistic rewriting all of these points make beckwith and
parrishsparrisisParrishs third argument for gods omnipresence difficult though beckwith
and parrish are right that blake ostlersOstlers argument against omnipresence 17
if god is omnipresent then he cant have personal identity is naive the part
of their argument for omnipresence that most latter day saints would find
difficult 3 above is not nearnearlylyasas convincing or coherent as theywouldthey would have
us believe

most contemporary metaphysiciansmetaphysicians do not leave room for traditional
omnipresence much less substance theory so the burden ofproof is on those
such as beckwith and parrish who believe in either they must defend the
doctrine of substance in order to use it to defend the third explanation of
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gods omnipresence some non thomist catholic theologians have recently
looked to other ways of explaining doctrines that were traditionally thought
to require one to assume an aristotelian view of substance see jeanlucjean luc
marions discussion of transubstantiation in god without being trans
thomas A carlsoncarisoncarnson chicago university of chicago 1991 16182161 82 for an
example ofsuch a discussion such contemporary approaches might provide
the grounds for justifying the third proposition but what such claims would
mean in either an IDSLDS or a conservative protestant context is less than clear

3 just after finishing this review I1 received a copy of two pieces by
beckwith published in the christian researcbjoumalresearch journaltournai francisjfrancis J beckwith
what doesjerusalemdoes jerusalem have to do with provo christian researchjoumalresearch journal
spring 1992 39 and an untitled synopsis ofodtheofthethe mormon concept of god

in christian researchjoumalresearch journal spring 1992 25 29 the first is a summary
of the contents of beckwith and parrisisparrishsParrishs book the second piece is an
opinion piece diatribe against david L paulsen and brigham young university
for not accepting beckwithsBeckwiths submission for presentation at the western
regional meetings of the society of christian philosophers those meetings
were held at brigham young in march 1992 and beckwithsBeckwiths submission was
a version of the summary of his and parrisisparrishsParrishs book the opinion piece
substantially misrepresents the facts of what happened accuses the LDS

church of being a pseudo christian cult describes IDSLDS belief as bizarre
and warns of the dire consequences to follow from allowing latter day saints
to be involved in the society of christian philosophers attaching itself as it
does to a summaryofsummaryofthethemormonmormonconceptofgodconcept of god beckwithsBeckwiths opinion piece
makes it clear that thethemormonmormon conceptofgodconcept of god though posing as a reasoned
discussion of philosophical issues related to the question of IDSLDS beliefs
removes anydoubtanydoubt that itwasetwas intended simpsimplylyasas an attack on latter daysaints
and the IDSLDS faith

the authorspositionsauthors positions are represented nearlyverbatimnearlyverbatim interestingly
beckwithsBeckwiths summary of the mormon concept of god in the christian
researchjournalresearch journal lists only seven characteristics of the IDSLDS concept of god
omitting of the nine propositions the seventh and eighth that god is subject
to values and eternal principles that are external to him and that he is able to
communicate with human beings it is unclear why he omits the seventh that
god is subjectsubiectact to externalvaluesexternal valuesand principlesandprinciples presumably he omits the eighth
that god communicates with human beings because that claim does notmarkrotmark

a difference between classical theism and the LDSIDSins belief he describes
5 blake5131akebiake T ostler the idea of pre existence in the development of

mormon thought dialogue A journal of mormon thought 15 spring
1982 59 78 and the mormon concept of god dialogue A aljournaljournalajournaltournai of
mormon thought 17 summer 198465931984651984 6593659565 93

6 neal A maxwell A more determined discipleship ensign 9
february 1979 69 73

7john A widstoe evidences and reconciliations aids to faith in a
modem day salt lake city bookcraft 1943 62 64647676 7878158158 65

8 beckwith and parrish may have a similar problem with audience it is
not clear just how much philosophy they expect their readers to know
generally they seem to aimalmaimatanonphilosophicalnonphilosophicalat a non LDS audience though
chapters 3 and 4 are I1 think often too technical for most nonphilosophersphilosophersnon

tora convenient summary of IDSLDS concepts ofgod and godhood see
the articles on god in daniel H ludlow ed encyclopedia ofmormonismof Mormonism
5 vols newyorkNewYork macmillan 1992254655199225461992 2546552546 55 see also gordonbgordone hinckley
the father son and holy ghost ensign 16 november 1986 49 51
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spencer W kimball the teachings of spencer W kimball ed edward L

kimball salt lake city bookcraft 1982 1231 23 bruce R mcconkie A new
witnesswitnessforrorforrof the articles of faith salt lake city deseret book 1985 21 77
joseph fielding smith doctrines ofsalvationofsalvation 3volskvols saitsaltsaltlakesaitlakeSaltSaItLake city bookcraft
1954111954 11 55james55 james E talmagetaimagetalmagearftcfe5articles ofoffaitbeaithfaithearth saitsaltlakesalt lake city deseret book
196529511965291965 295129 51

lcseelaseesee messages oforthethe firstpresidencyFirst Presidency ed james R clarkdarkoark 55volskvolsvolsvois salt
lake city bookcraft 1971 5235233434

the temple recommend questions are ample evidence for this
claim with a couple ofsignificant exceptions theyfocusthey focus on practice rather
than belief

12112 cant resist pointing out that another oftheir arguments is fallacious
they say since mental realities cannot be sufficiently accounted for by
appealing to matter it seems perfectly reasonable that there could exist a
mind who is disembodied 19 that something more than matter is needed
to account for mental realities does not imply that matter is not itself
necessary since matter could be necessarybut not sufficient but perhaps all
beckwith and parrish mean is that the insufficiency ofmatter shows that the
belief in a disembodied mind is not on the face of it self contradictory

13 davidldanidlDavidL paulsen earlychristian Belibellbeilbeliefbellefefinin a corporealdietycorporeal diety origenorigenandOrigenandand
augustine as reluctant witnesses harvard theological review 83 no 2
april 19901051619901051990 10516105 16 and the comparative coherency ofmormonofmormon finitistic
and classical theism ann arbor mich university microfilms 1975

james thomson infinity in mathematics and logic thetheencyclopeencyclope-
dia of ofphilosophyphilosophy ed paul edwards 8 vols new york macmillan 1967
4183 90

15 those who want further reading on infinite sets should see the
encyclopedia of ofpbilosopbyphilosophy article mentioned in the previous note it gives
both a good overview of the issues involved and a good if somewhat dated
bibliography

16 an individuals existence however is not the same as that individuals
history there may be no account no history of the totality of an
individuals existence

1711 see marc davis cosmology the modernmodem creation myth bulletin of
Americantheamericanthetheamericanacademyofartsandsciences45academyofartsandsciences45 no 8 may 1992471992 47 64 esp
ppap 626462 64 davis gives one construal of the possibility of alternate universes


